
Name:

Challenge:

Time:

Choose a challenge  A, B, C or D: Time yourself - be honest! - as time will be tie-breaker (apart from C)

A Answer all questions, no time limit                 41 controls/1000 points C  Get 500 points as quickly as possible, fewest controls wins over time taken

B Answer all questions worth 10 or 20 points   26 controls/350 points D  Get as many points as you can in 30 mins

No Question Points Answer

10 Which security firm provided the burglar alarm? 10

11 What's the speed limit? 10

12 What colour are the sides of the slide? 30

13 What's the house number immediately opposite on the other side 

of the street?

10

14 Deciduous or fir tree? 10

15 I ❤ what? 10

16 What's the southern terminus of the bus route shown on this bus 

stop sign?

50

17 Name the artist who created this sculpture 30

18 How many cars parked next to the wall on the W side of the car 

park to the E of this tree?

30

19 How many windows immediately above the tunnel entrance? 10

20 What's parked under the canopy? 10

21 There's a sign behind the fence. What's the etymology of the first 

word in Gaelic and what does it translate as literally?

50

22 Scarecrow yells esteem slogan (5, 4, 7, 4) 30

23 What's the postcode of the bakers shop? 30

24 How many flats is this house split into? 20

25 Where's the bus going? 20

26 What kind of business goes on here? 20
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27 The person this lane is named after sold their house to the township 

of Old Aberdeen but how much did they get for it?

100

28 Deciduous or fir? 10

29 What's the name of the company on the gate? 10

30 What's the local name for this monument and why? 100

31 How many bins lined up? 10

32 What's this building called? 10

33 What's the number of the SE house of the pair? 20

34 What's this sculpture called? 30

35 Hot riot logins give occupation (13) 50

36 Which charity owns the clothing bank to the SW of the Small 

Appliances recycling bin?

30

37 What colour is the gazebo to the north? 10

38 How many ground staff can you see? 30

39 What percentage (rounded up or down) of benches are occupied? 20

40 What's the point of this sculpture?  (5) 30

41 What will be removed by the Estates? 20

42 How many steps leading west? 10

43 What colour are the doors on either side of the tunnel? 10

44 Abz Uni in top 3 for what? 20

45 How many telephone wires feed S from this pole? 20

46 Is the weather better to the NE or NW? 10

47 Looking SW, what colour door do you see? 20

48 Looking E how many crests can you see on the cloisters? 30

49 What's special about the parking spaces here? 10

50 Who can park in the car park next to this building? 10

1000Potential total:


